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INTRODUCTION
“To change the world, start with one step. 

However small,the first step is hardest of all.” 
- Dave Matthews1
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HELLO!
We are an interdisciplinary team of UX designers that seek to the address the  
social concerns of the urban environment.  We understand that technology  
stretches beyond the reach of the digital realm, and provides the opportunity  
to create real, physical change.  Our passion is to identify the challenges  
within the NYC community and propose progressive solutions that impact the  
people surrounding us.

ABOUT US

TRAVERSE
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[business development]

PROJECT MANAGER 
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People with physical disabilities are unaware of how to reach their destinations via 
public transportation. Current maps do not provide filters or options to accommodate 
users that require platforms, ramps, or elevators. This not only creates a physical 
disconnect between disabled users and the urban fabric of New York City, but also 
alienates a specific demographic from utilizing a municipal service.

THE PROBLEM

In collaboration with Google’s Urban Mobility Data and mapping API’s, we plan to 
develop a mapping service that allows the physically disabled to access ADA routes 
and points. This app would also encourage the ADA community to engage in a 
discussion regarding the infrastructure within the city; allowing the community to 
offer advice or recommendations for difficult conditions, and beginning the discourse 
between the community and the city to build a more suitable and accessible 
transportation infrastructure.

THE OPPORTUNITY

Sidewalk Labs recognizes that technology can help mitigate our “big urban accessibility  
problems”.  Innovative products and services can not only create a symbiotic relationship  
between technology and urbanism, but also better the lives of the very people living  
amongst its urban framework.  Our human-centric approach to problem-solving coincides  
with Sidewalk Labs’ principle; 
  
“Cities are about people - whenever we improve the human experience, we improve the city”

Sidewalk Lab works to build a “data ecosystem”, the backbone behind urban change.   
We plan to build upon this ecosystem, identifying problematic infrastructure and experiences  
that can be remedied by the municipality.

WHY SIDEWALK LABS?

TRAVERSE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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RESEARCH REPORT
“Research is formalized curiosity.  

It is poking and prying with a purpose.”  
- Zora Neale Hurston2
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TRAVERSE

MARKET ANALYSIS

CURRENT CONDITION
To begin, we dove into understanding the disability  
prevalence within the Greater New York 
City Area.  How big is the problem at hand? 

The types of disabilities reflected in this study 
included hearing, visual, cognitive, ambulatory, 
self-care, and independent living. 

We want to extend our efforts to  
address temporary disabilities  
or impairments as well, including 
pregnancy or brief injuries 
impacting mobility.

*Center for Independence  
of the Disabled, New York

CURRENT MARKET
Given this statistic, maneuvering throughout the Greater NYC area as a disabled individual is 
challenging and inconvenient.  Currently, there are no apps or mobile resources that offer  
ADA routes for disabled people.   

NYC Accessible, an online resource, has successfully paved the way by providing a synthesized  
database of ADA accessible stations and alerts.  However, the resource fails to provide specific  
ADA directions and lacks the ability for users to share insights.  It is strictly an information database.

24% of all MTA stations  
are ADA accessible 
(103 of 422) *MTA

CURRENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Next, we needed to understand how the MTA  
was currently catering to this demographic.   
Is this population provided adequate  
transportation options? 
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ORGANIZATION ABOUT/
PRODUCTS &SERVICES APP?

Sidewalk Labs is building an integrated platform for urban 
innovation spanning technology, data, 
policy best practices, relationships, and capital. 

Sidewalk Labs offers two products, LinkNYC (7,500 Wifi 
kiosks throughout NYC), & Flow (transportation coordination 
platform which uses data from DOT to improve urban 
mobility)

The NYC Mayor’s Office for People with Disabilities is
dedicated to improving the quality of life for people with
disabilities in NYC.  

NYC MOPD offers information on resources, programs, 
employment, health services, and transportation that serve
the disabled population of NYC 

Center for Indepdendence of the Disabled New York is 
dedicated to providing benefits counselors and advocacy 
for the disabled populations of NYC.

CIDNY offers services that allow the disabled population of 
New York to access, understand, and utilize state benefits 

Disabilities Network of New York City acts as an advocacy 
source for people with disabilities in the NYC area, 
working with government agencies, non-profit organizations,
and an array of businesses to improve the life of people with
disabilities.  

DNNYC offers advocacy for the disabled populations of New
York City 

TRAVERSE

MARKET ANALYSIS

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
To understand the market, we produced a comparative analysis of current services and  
organizations that would identify areas of growth and opportunity.  This analysis would set the  
framework for what our product would need to do.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION

TRAVERSE

PLATFORM NECESSITIES
To address our defined problem, we know our platform must be able to provide directions, 
provide real time updates, and provide opportunities for users to interact/communicate.  

THIRD PARTY SERVICES
The MTA (Metropolitan Transit Authority) will provide a crucial role in providing data and real-time 
updates of transportation conditions.  Currently, the MTA provides a listed resource of out-of-service 
elevators and escalators.  It also provides listed data of the ADA accessible stops.  This data will 
need to be synthesized into a digital database that can be referenced on the maps.   

The data we require exists, it just needs to be formatted to be supported within our  
product.  At the moment, this data can only be accessed through the MTA website.

TECH OPPORTUNITIES
We plan to utilize the GooglePlaces API (Application Programming Interface) and GoogleMaps  
SDK (Software Development Kit) to accomplish our desired task.  These resources include the  
ability for maps, imagery, customization, place picker, place details, and place autocomplete.
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USER RESEARCH

TRAVERSE

ADDRESSING THE USER
After understanding the capabilities and limitations of our proposed idea, we began to dive deeper 
into understanding the user; the disabled community.  

SURVEY:
Our first step was to administer a survey, with the recognition that the term “disabled” would be 
extended to include temporary impairments to mobility (pregnancy, casted leg, etc.).  The surveys 
generated our users, the individuals we wanted to learn more about. 

INTERVIEWS:
We conducted user interviews to better understand the behaviors, pains, and needs of our users. 
Our participants included permanently disabled users, individuals battling a sports injury, and  
women amidst their pregnancy.  The results identified issues with the MTA accessibility and their  
overall mobility as a disabled individual. 

“I wanted to help other disabled people, but I was too shy to speak up.”

“It was a nightmare to travel with a disability!”

“I am more sympathetic to the disabled now.”

“It’s [checking MTA website] an extra step to my routine that I have to add.”

“I like when the community helps eachother.”

“For the most part, I just can’t take it [public transportation].”

“I’ve lived in the city all my life and had no idea which stops were ADA friendly.”
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USER RESEARCH

TRAVERSE

FUSION
Our interviews produced numerous insights and recommendations. With this plethora of data, 
we needed to organize it and highlight the trends that would define our personas. 

Affinity mapping was a process in which we categorized likes, behaviors, pains, and opportunities. 
The results yielded a holistic understanding of the user.

PERSONA DEVELOPMENT
With the trends identified within our affinity map, we could create personas that encompass 
our insights; the personification of data. 

We identified three target areas to be addressed by our personas: 
1. Temporary Disability (Injury) 
2. Permanent Disability 
3. Temporary Disability (Pregnancy)

PAINS PLEASURES

BEHAVIORS CONTEXT
Most users used
public transportation
out of convenience 

All users liked accurate,
succinct transportation
updates

All users expressed frustration
regarding elevator and 
escalator access options

Most users opted to take cabs 
due to poorly maintained 
transportation options 

Most users enjoyed
having a backup 
commute plan 

All users commented on the 
rudeness and impatience of 
other public transportation riders 

Most users felt that information
on public transportation service
issues were difficult to understand 
or inaccurate  

Most users had an extensive, 
difficult commute that involves 
transfers

Some liked when their iOS 
map applications indicated 
delays or issues 

Most users preferred driving or 
taking a car service over public
transportation 

All users use an 
iOS mapping app 
daily   

Most users read 
and value reviews,
but don’t write them
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USER RESEARCH

TRAVERSE

[PRIMARY] PERSONA
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USER RESEARCH

TRAVERSE

[SECONDARY] PERSONA
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USER RESEARCH

TRAVERSE

[TERTIARY] PERSONA
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GOALS

TRAVERSE

RESEARCH TAKE-AWAYS
This research provided guidelines that would drive the design development of TRAVERSE.   
We synthesized the results into goals, our objectives for the product. 

USER GOALS

BUSINESS GOALS

SHARE LEARN FOLLOW

BUILD

accurate ADA routesadvice and alertsinsights and tips 
from others

data ecosystem  
around transportation 

infrastructure
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TRAVERSE

SOLUTIONS
“The voyage of discovery is not in seeking new landscapes 

but in having new eyes.”  
- Marcel Proust 3
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DESIGN PROCESS

TRAVERSE

OUR PROCESS

[IDEATE] [TEST] [CONSTRUCT]

[TEST][ITERATE] [PROTOTYPE]
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IDEATE

TRAVERSE

IDEA GENERATION
We began the design process by exchanging ideas, both big and small.  It was about spit-balling 
as many ideas as possible, and widening the scope of our product.   

The first step to this idea generation was labeling our goals on the top.  From there, we  
brainstormed different features, organizations, and flows, that could support those goals.

Idea Generation
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COULDSHOULD WON’T

Profile/ 
Username

MUST

Iconization

ADA 
Access 
Points

Interaction

Downloadable 
Maps

Voice 
Control

Real Time 
Updates

Uber/ 
Access-a-Ride 

Integration

Drop a Pin

Live Foot 
Traffic Views

Contact City 
Official

Downloadable 
Maps

“Life Alert” 
Feature

Transportation 
StatisticsLive Chat

IDEATE

TRAVERSE

FEATURE PRIORITIZATION
With an abundance of features and options, we utilized the MOSCOW method to identify 
the features we wanted to execute.  This method organized the features into categories: 

Must | Should | Could | Would
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IDEATE

TRAVERSE

LO-FI WIREFRAMING
We began by producing lo-fi prototypes on paper that would utilize our features to 
accomplish the goal.  The main purpose of this prototype was to quickly give us a starting 
point.  We modeled it similarly after GoogleMaps, the app most users were familiar with.
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TEST
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LO-FI PAPER TESTING
We created several paper prototypes to understand the natural behavior of the user 
when using a map service.  We focused on analyzing organization, flow, and copy. 

Bianca tests the paper prototype with Ignacio

TAKE-AWAYS
+Clarify copy 
+Add “Alerts” and “Places” 
+Add intro screen 
+Add some brand color 
+Update profile tab 
+Update reviews screen 



CONSTRUCT
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INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE - APPMAP
The usability tests were crucial in developing copy and organization.  By understanding the 
users natural behavior, we were able to develop information architecture that felt natural 
(which was often driven by people’s familiarity with GoogleMaps).  The copy experienced 
numerous trials before an appropriate direction was chosen. 

During each step of the process, we respected our goals of follow, share, learn, and build.

OBJECTIVE
Our intent during the construct phase was to develop the structure of our product. 
We analyzed how our information would be organized and how users would use/ 
access this information.



CONSTRUCT
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USER STORY
To develop user flows, we had to first determine a user story.  The story would then 
identify the process that we would plan to test and develop.



CONSTRUCT
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USER FLOW - ANALYSIS
With our user stories established, we were able to analyze the desired flow from  
competitive map apps. 

Our key take-away was that the process took 5 steps with each app.  This is  
a standard we wanted to continue within our product.

PROCESS:
Map Opening to Generated Directions =
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Maps Tap 
Search

Tap 
“Route”
“Transit”

Tap
“Go”

Type
location

Keyboard
pops up  

Route 
Options/
Notices

Line Route
Page Loads

Pierre Flow

Dillon Flow

Maps
Tap 

Station on 
map

Report pops 
up 

Redirects to 
Reports 

page

Select 
Write 

Reports
Report 
pop-up

Margaret Flow

Maps Tap 
Status

Redirects to 
Status page

Tap 
Locations

Tap 
Reports

Dropdown 
options

Select 
Write 

Reports

Redirects to 
Reports 

page
Task

Complete

Task
Complete

Task
Complete

User action

System response

Task complete

USER FLOW
We developed user flows addressing each of the user stories. 

Pierre’s task was to follow, so we ensured the user flow design for Pierre met the  
5 step standard established by the competitor apps.
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HI-FI USABILITY TESTING
As the iteration process closed, we had developed a hi-fi prototype that had undergone 
numerous transformations and been experienced by numerous hands.  One final round of 
user testing depicted the design of our final prototype.



PROTOTYPE
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HI-FI PROTOTYPE
Follow the link provided to experience the mobile prototype.

+
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PROTOTYPE

HI-FI PROTOTYPE
INTRO SCREEN
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PROTOTYPE

HI-FI PROTOTYPE

Homescreen
Search Bar

Map Icon 
Tips Icon 

Status Icon 
Profile Icon
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PROTOTYPE

HI-FI PROTOTYPE
ADDRESS OPTION SCREEN

Previously 
Accessed 
Address

Saved 
Address
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PROTOTYPE

HI-FI PROTOTYPE
TIPS SCREEN

Write a  
Tip Icon

Tips from 
Users
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PROTOTYPE

HI-FI PROTOTYPE
STATUS DETAIL SCREEN

Location/ 
Enter Zip Code 

Option
Service Operation 

Icons

Elevator  
& Escalator 

Status Updates
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PROTOTYPE

Train Line  
Options

HI-FI PROTOTYPE
STATUS SCREEN
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PROTOTYPE

HI-FI PROTOTYPE

Tips from 
Other 
Users 

TIPS DETAIL SCREEN
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PROTOTYPE

HI-FI PROTOTYPE
SELECT DESTINATION SCREEN

Visual 
Route

Route Steps
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PROTOTYPE

HI-FI PROTOTYPE
ENTER ADDRESS SCREEN

Recommended  
Route

Alternate 
Route 

Elevator  
& Escalator 
Status Icons
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PROTOTYPE

HI-FI PROTOTYPE
PROFILE SCREEN

Saved Places 
Contact a City Official 
About Sidewalk Labs 

Settings
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MOVING FORWARD
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NEXT STEPS
This product is a stepping stone to addressing one of the challenges within our 
community.  We plan to build upon this app through the introduction of new features. 

FOOT TRAFFIC - Interviews revealed that one common pain point is the foot traffic  
amidst the transit system.  This can be especially challenging for disabled users who  
use bulky wheel chairs or crutches.  With the emerging technology of iBeacons,  
we plan to implement a feature identifying foot traffic, in much the similar way that  
google identifies car traffic within its maps. 

STATISTICS - With increased data, we would like to provide users with the opportunity 
to view station statistics.  These statistics would identify how frequently elevators or  
escalators may be out of service.  This would further give users the ability to make  
decisions about their transportation route. 

USER TESTING - To gain a true sense of how users would use the product, we need to  
conduct “real-scenario” testing within the subway.  This would provide us with knowledge 
as to when the users comment, why they comment, and how they use their mobile device. 

LASTLY….
The underlying goal of our product is to  
create change.  The final step of this service 
is to synthesize the data ecosystem to  
identify areas of improvement that the  
city can target for revitalization.  It is this 
revitalization that will enhance the quality  
of life for the disabled community. 
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